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Micro Mold Co. Announces Lifetime Guarantee
Erie based custom mold manufacturer and injection molder now provide a lifetime guarantee on SPI 101+ Tools.
Erie, Pa. (November 1, 2013) – Micro Mold Co. believes that their professional team of
mold makers builds the very best tool in the plastics industry; a SPI 101+ Micro Mold
designed and built tool affords customers the highest value for their investment dollar
when coupled with the engineering and technical production excellence at sister
company Plastikos, Inc. As such, Micro Mold is putting their money where their mouth is
by providing a lifetime (unlimited production) guarantee for all qualifying Micro Mold
designed and built SPI 101+ tools for the duration of the project’s production life at
Plastikos.
“We know of a number of the tools that Micro Mold’s built in the early-to-mid 1980’s are still in production today approximately 30 years later with hundreds-of-millions of cycles on them, and counting”, noted Philip Katen (President &
General Manager – Plastikos). “The exceptional precision, durability, and longevity of a Micro Mold tool is a testament to
the training, technical expertise, and decades of hands-on experience that our engineers and mold makers bring to a
th
project. Thus, it is with great pride that we officially announce our lifetime guarantee program on Micro Mold’s 35
anniversary (founded: 11/01/1978). We have pursued a 100% Made in the U.S.A. strategy from our founding, and know
that strategy is a key component to our ability to afford a lifetime guarantee for our customers’ production needs.”
Currently the standard SPI 101 warranty stands at 1,000,000 cycles; the longest publicized warranty of which we are
aware that extends above and beyond that standard 1,000,000 cycles is 10 years with unlimited production. SPI (Society
of the Plastics Industry) mold classifications are used among many in the industry for estimating the expected life and
performance of a mold based on the corresponding design and manufacturing requirements.
For more information about SPI Mold Classifications, please visit:

http://www.amba.org/Life_Expectancy_of_an_Injection_Mold.php
For further information about Micro Mold’s custom molding capabilities, please visit:

http://www.plastikoserie.com/technical_capabilities/micro_mold_design_fabrication
About Plastikos, Inc. & Micro Mold Co., Inc.:
Based in Erie, Pa., Plastikos and Micro Mold were founded to solve the most difficult problems that plagued customers
and to “Make the Impossible, Possible”. Plastikos (high-precision custom injection molder) and its sister company, Micro
Mold Co., (high-precision mold builder) focus on small, tight-tolerance applications for the global medical and electronic
markets. Since 1978, these two world-class companies have partnered with customers to push the engineering and
technical limits of the plastics industry to serve the medical, electronic, aerospace, defense, telecommunications,
automotive, among other industries. To learn more, visit Plastikos Inc. and Micro Mold online at
http://www.plastikoserie.com.
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